If someone becomes very ill through Corona, he is better taken care of in the hospital. Some people are in intensive care. In the intensive care units nurses, doctors and other specialists take good care of the sick person.

Draw or write what you think people need as help in a hospital:

There is always someone who makes sure that the patient is ok, if he needs more medicine...or more oxygen/air...or a nice word...or any other help.

Draw this nurse a nice set of big, keen eyes and something in her hand she could use to take care of a patient:

A lot of the time patients in intensive care get sleeping pills, so that their body is able to rest from the exhaustion of the illness. They collect new energy and the doctors and nurses are looking after the sick body.

What would be nice dreams for sick people? Draw or write your ideas down in the clouds:
In the intensive care unit it looks a bit like on a space shuttle. There is a lot of strange devices. The woman on the picture is a real intensive care physician and explains:

„Hello, when sick people have pain they get medicine from us, so they have no more pain. And when they have problems with eating or drinking for a while we can feed them with a small pipe. When they need more oxygen/air, they get help from a breathing machine until they can breathe on their own again.”

If someone struggles with Corona virus and lies in the hospital or even in intensive care, he can’t be visited unfortunately. Why?

1. The meany could jump on the visitor or another meany could jump from the visitor on to the patient (main reason).

2. The ill person is probably asleep anyway (and that is good).

It is upsetting if you are not allowed to visit each other. You might want to tell the other person something or talk about what you have been trough together or cheer the other one.

Here are ideas what you can do if you are not allowed to visit a patient. Tick off what is really doable:

- send off a carrier pigeon
- record your wishes and thoughts
- ask a magician for help
- send a picture or letter
- mail a picture of yourself
- realise that the exact same sun shines over your house and the hospital
- send a cuddly toy by drone
- feel the connection deep in your heart
- send good thoughts
- call by phone
- beam lovely words in secret language

And if you got someone in hospital who you can’t visit, think (with an adult) what you could do to feel close anyway:
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